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Date: __________________ Ms. #__________________

Authors: __________________________________________________________________

Title: ____________________________________________________________________

As corresponding author of the above named MANUSCRIPT I,___________________ certify
that I (and all co-authors of the MANUSCRIPT, if applicable) agree to the terms of
publication in Cell Stress & Chaperones (CS&C) as given below. I warrant that any and all co-
authors of the MANUSCRIPT have authorized me to sign this agreement on their behalf. I
(we) retain the right to reprint the MANUSCRIPT in any book or thesis of which I (we) am
(are) author or editor, provide that reference to CS&C is made in that book or thesis.

Terms of Publication: The Cell Stress Society International (the SOCIETY), as publisher of
CS&C, retains exclusive copyright to the above named MANUSCRIPT in any and all forms
and languages pursuant to the copyright laws of the United States and all foreign countries.

This MANUSCRIPT is an original work that has not been elsewhere published in whole or in
part. If proved otherwise, the SOCIETY shall not be responsible, financially or otherwise, for
claims arising from breach of this agreement.

Failure to sign and return this form to the CS&C Editorial Office within two weeks of the
date printed above may result in a delay in publication of the MANUSCRIPT. Please FAX to
the number below.

Signed: __________________________________________Date:_____________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

For US Government Employees ONLY:

I certify that the above MANUSCRIPT was written as part of my official duties as an
employee of the United States Government.

Signed: __________________________________________Date:____________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________

FAX to: Helen Neumann, +1 860-486-5709